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REVIEW OF THE TELEVISION WITHOUT FRONTIERS DIRECTIVE

Slovakia
Regulatory body for radio and television broadcasting

General comment:  Although the process of revision of Directive is the result of internal built-
in mechanism and the procedure has been already begun, consideration on revision should take
into account the process of enlargement and the presence of 10 new Members from May
1,2004.

In Slovakia the Directive TWF has been implemented into the Act on Broadcasting and
Retransmission. This legal rule was empowered in October 4, 2000 and covers all issues,
which are subject of current discussion for possible revision of Directive.

The comments set bellow have resulted from regulatory practice of regulatory body –
since the Act was empowered and applied and regulatory practice is confronted with
broadcasting practice day by day.
Any form of regulation is perceived by public very sensitively due historical experiences, on the
other hand self-regulation is not yet developed sufficiently.

The Council for Broadcasting and Retransmission (www.rada-rtv.sk) is the Authority charged to
supervise the compliance of broadcasting with the Act mentioned.

• THEME 3: PROTECTION OF GENERAL INTERESTS IN TELEVISION
ADVERTISING, SPONSORSHIP, TELESHOPPING AND SELFPROMOTION

1) Concepts and definitions (Article 1 c)–f))
Do the provisions of these Articles seem appropriate to you with regard to the
aims pursued? Are there in your opinion problems with the interpretation of
these concepts with regard to recent technological and market developments
(particularly with regard to new advertising techniques; see 8 below)?
Provisions of article 1 c) - f) are considered sufficient, as regarding new advertising techniques
no other amendment is necessary.1

2) General standards (Article 12) and those for the attention of minors (Article
16)

                                          
1 See also commentary to section  8)
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Provisions of article 12 and 16 are considered sufficient, as regarding new advertising
techniques no other amendment is considered2, since these rules are applicable. Both articles
are content regarding and new advertising techniques are new only in form, therefore there is
no reason why shouldn’t the same content standards apply to them also.
3) Form and presentation (Article 10)
To broadcast virtual advertising and interactive advertising outside the editorial content, which is
in the advertising blocks, rules  - to amend this rule is not considered necessary.

Virtual advertising (if performed within the editorial content) and interactive advertising (if
performed within the editorial content) are in contradiction with article 10. In context of aims
followed by article 10, that is, to clearly separate editorial from commercial content in interest of
viewers/ consumers protection, we think, that this provision of directive shouldn’t be changed
regarding the “new” advertising techniques3 only.

Split-screen advertising should respect the basic rule of separation in context that viewer
should always be aware when he is seeing advertising and when editorial content and on which
part of screen is which. (See also commentary to section 6 and 8).

4) Insertion of advertising and teleshopping spots (Article 11)

At this point it has to be referred notably to the rule that enables the broadcaster to insert
advertising in natural intervals of event. Some sport federations, namely IIHF4, are
developing rules for certain events to generate artificial intervals (breaks) so advertising could
be inserted during the coverage of event. This happened during the IIHF World championships
in 2002 and 2003. It is quite difficult to determine if these intervals are artificial or natural, when
there are made by a referee during the game, and are stated in the official rules. On the other
hand, the only purpose of these breaks is to enable the broadcaster to insert advertising. They
are called “commercial breaks” and they do not develop from the game, but when “adequate”
moment in the game comes, referee will stop the game for 30”, so advertising could be placed
in the program.
This kind of behaviour could seriously interfere with sport rules and force the game to be
essentially changed under the commercial pressure what could negatively influence sport,
players as well as viewers.
The practice when some broadcasters in some countries are inserting advertising in any kind of
“break“ in example during an out in football match, which is, in our opinion, in contradiction
with ratio legis of the Directive’s provision.
To prevent deformation of sport events and enable simple and clear interpretation of this
provision it would be helpful to specify what are intervals in a context of Directive’s provision,
and more especially what is not5.

5) Advertising and teleshopping for certain products  (Articles 13,14 and 15)

To Articles 13, 14 and 15, applies mutatis mutandis as commented in section 2).

                                          
2 See also commentary to section  8)
3 See also commentary to section  8)
4 International Ice Hockey Federation
5 See also commentary to section 6) and 8)
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6) Duration

In order to maintain the primary role of programming broadcasting that is information,
education, social and cultural development as well as entertainment, this provision is considered
as appropriate. As regarding to the new advertising techniques only problem can rise in context
of split screen. In case of split screen it should be useful to maintain aspects of article 11
plus to make this form of advertising allowed only in special occasions such as
during the sport events that does not contain interval (e.g. Formula 1 Race) but by
condition of applying   mutatis mutandis rules stated in article 11 especially (obligatory) section
1 and 4.

It has to be stressed again that in the regulation of new forms of advertising it is very important
to preserve the principle that viewer must be in each and every moment aware when
he is watching advertising and when editorial content.

In context of quotas set in article 18, it will be useful to maintain them, and new advertising
techniques should count in same as “traditional /old” advertising techniques. Modulation stated
in article 19 and 19a is sufficient, as regarding the new advertising techniques. Advertising is
always advertising no matter what techniques are used to introduce it.

To take the size of audience as a criterion should be consider as discriminatory. If TWF
Directive’s rules are made also in respect of audience, would this means that less audience has
less rights?

7) Sponsorship (Article 17)
There is a strong conviction that provisions laid down in article 17 must be kept.   There is the
main purpose to protect consumer / viewer and neither new technological nor market
development should put in question this rule.  If any amendments should be made, it is only
in concept of possibility of identifying sponsor within (during) the program by virtual means alike
as amended in UK, but even this kind of identification of sponsor shall not overlap the border of
article 17 section 1 letter c). It must be clear to the viewer that this identification is identification
of sponsor and not some other party. Otherwise it would be surreptitious advertising. Also
special attention must be put on article 17 section 1 letter a).

8) New advertising techniques

At first it has to be said that new advertising techniques are truly new only in techniques and
some of them not even in that.

Split screen advertising is nothing else but placing an advertising there were it was split
screen for editorial content. Split screen is used especially in news and sport channels for some
time so it can be hardly considered as a new one.

Regarding placement, duration and amount in quotas – see section 6).

Regarding the question about interactive advertising both acoustic and visual means are needed
that is: visual or audiovisual. To employ only acoustic means can be undetectable in respect of
Hearing-Impaired persons and therefore unacceptable. There should not be necessary to explain
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why Hearing-Impaired in context of TV broadcasting. This should apply also in general rules
(Article 10 section 1).

It is considered that broadcaster should be responsible in interactive advertising for what type of
goods and services are advertised after the first leave of linear broadcasting, in respect of article
12 and 16.  This kind of amendment would not go beyond the line of the Directive since it would
be in the same position as an general responsibility of article 12 and 16 an its aims, and after all
it is broadcaster that would lead them to this content, through his service. Emphasising once
more article 12 and 16 and danger of linear offering of products and services that is illegal or
can contravene minors.

According our point of view in concept of virtual advertising in programme, there is no
difference if the product is placed in the program physically or by virtual means.   If the bottle of
Coca-Cola is placed in a table virtually or actually or is the product logo/advertisement painted
on a football field by paint or by computer it still is surreptitious advertising. The Council for
broadcasting stated this clearly to the broadcasters in Slovak republic in its Statement to Virtual
Advertising published on www.rada-rtv.sk.
It is worth to note that conclusions in Statement are identical or similar with statements (official
or unofficial) of most regulatory authorities (the last one published was the Statement of French
regulatory body (CSA)). Certain common regulatory approach follows from minor or not a one
distinction between surreptitious advertising and virtual advertising within the program.

9) Broadcasts intended only for the national territory (Art.20)
In concept of “broadcast intended solely for national territory which cannot be received, directly
or indirectly by the public, in one or more other Member states” this regarding terrestrial cross
over, cable retransmission and satellite broadcasting, applies only to perhaps local or regional
cable broadcasting.  Respecting certain amount of autonomy of member states in this matter,
we don’t think that this provision should be questioned especially in perspective of narrowing it.

THEME 4: PROTECTION OF MINORS AND PUBLIC ORDER -
RIGHT OF REPLY

Has there been any problem in applying the national legislation in respect of this
subject? Is the difference between programmes which might seriously impair the
development of minors (art. 22 par. 1) and programmes which are likely impair the
development of minors (art. 22 par. 2) clearly defined and applied? Should this
distinction be reviewed, notably in the light of technical and commercial
developments (in particular in connection with digital television)? Should co-regulation
or self-regulation be developed in this area?
–
Do you consider that the Recommendation continues to constitute an appropriate?
instrument for the protection of minors and public order, taking into account the
commercial and technological developments? Should certain provisions of the
Recommendation be clarified or extended? Should certain issues not covered in the
Recommendation be included in the future ? Please specify.
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____________________________

The Act on Broadcasting and Retransmission of 2000 covers in its part V.
issues of the protection of human dignity, humanity, protection of minors and right to
correction. Most of concepts, definitions and terms employed are identical with Directive TWF
and with Recommendation6.... (See below)

” § 19
Protection of human dignity and humanity
(1) a programme service and all of its parts must not through its processing and content impact
on human dignity and the basic rights and freedoms of others.
(2) A programme service and all of its parts must not
a) propagate violence and in a hidden or open form instigate hatred on the basis of gender,
race, colour of skin, language, faith and religion, political or other thinking, national or social
origin, membership in a national or ethnic group,
b) include in programme offers extracts from works illustrating use of guns, environmental
devastation and views which could evoke an impression of hidden form propagation of
alcoholism, smoking and use of narcotic substances, poisons and precursors 28),
c) propagate war or describe cruel or other inhumane behaviour by means which means
inappropriate trivialise, excuse or approve of it,
d) depict without justification scenes of actual violence where an actual account of dying is
emphasised in an inappropriate form, or depict persons subjected to physical or psychic
suffering in a way which can be considered an unjustified attack on human dignity; this is valid
even when it affects persons who have agreed with such depiction,
e) in an open or hidden form propagate alcoholism, smoking, use of narcotic substances,
poisons and precursors 28) or trivialise the effects of using the above matters.

§ 20
Protection of minors

(1) A broadcaster shall be obliged to ensure that programmes or other elements of the
programme service are not broadcast which can impair the physical, mental or moral
development of minors, especially such as contain pornography or coarse unjustified
violence.
(2) The depiction of unjustified violence for the purposes of this law shall be the spreading of
reports, verbal expressions or images where the violent content is unnecessarily in the
foreground as regards the context of these reports, verbal expressions or images.
(3) Programmes or other parts of the programme service which could endanger the
physical, mental or moral development of minors, or impair their mental health or
emotional state must not be broadcast between 6.00 a.m. and 10.00 p.m.
(4) In the programming of individual programmes for broadcasting, the broadcaster of a
television programme service shall be obliged to take into account the age appropriateness of
programmes and other elements of the programme service for minors.
(5) On the basis of the classification of programmes according to age suitability, the broadcaster
of a television programme service shall be obliged to form and follow a uniform system for
                                          
6 Council Recommendation of 24 September 1998 on the development of the
competitiveness of the European audiovisual and information services...achieving a
comparable and effective level of minors and human dignity protection
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labelling programmes addressed to parents and those adults who take care of minors, which
informs on the suitability of programmes for 7, 12 and 18-year age groups.
(6) The Council shall determine a uniform system of labelling of programmes and conditions for
their enforcement. The Council shall publish this labelling on its Internet pages, on its Office
Bulletin boards in the place of its seat, and deliver it to the broadcasters charged by this duty.
(7) A broadcaster of a television programme service shall also be obliged to enforce the unified
system of marking programmes in the programme offer, through its own broadcast, and also in
the programme summary which it provides in published periodic press and other mass
information media 11).
(8) The provisions of paragraphs 5 and 7 shall not apply to the local broadcasting of a
television programme service unless it is part of a programme network.

§ 21
right to correction

(1) If there was in the broadcasting broadcast incorrect or truth-twisting fact about legal person
or natural person who can be exactly identified on the basis of this fact, such a legal person or
natural person, without reference to his state adherence, place of permanent residence or long-
term residence, shall have the right to claim a free of charge correction in the broadcasting. The
broadcaster shall be obliged, on the request of this person, to publish the correction.
(2) After the death of the natural person, the right to correction according to paragraph 1 shall
belong to close persons 6).
(3) The request for broadcasting a correction must be in written form and be delivered to the
broadcaster at the latest 30 days after the day of broadcasting of such contested facts -
otherwise, the right to a published correction expires.
(4) From the request for broadcasting a correction it must be clear in what consists the
untruthfulness of the facts or the twisting of the truth; part of the request is a proposal for the
wording of the correction.
(5) A broadcaster shall be obliged to broadcast a correction on the same programme as the
contested facts were published on, or on a broadcast time of equal value, and this in a way that
the correction is in form and content appropriate to the broadcast of the contested facts.
(6) A broadcaster shall be obliged to broadcast a correction without charge, with the expressed
designation "correction", and with the name and surname of a natural person or the name of
the legal person who requested the broadcasting of the correction.

(7) A broadcaster shall be obliged to broadcast a correction within 8 days from the day the
request for the broadcasting of the correction was delivered.
(8) The legal person or natural person whose licence for the broadcasting has expired shall be
obliged to secure at his own expense the broadcasting of the correction with another
broadcaster with similar territorial extent of broadcasting as had a broadcaster who broadcast
the contested fact under the conditions stipulated by this law.
(9) A broadcaster shall not be obliged to broadcast the correction if
a) a criminal offence shall be committed by the broadcasting of the proposed text,
b) the broadcast of the proposed text would be contrary to good manners,
c) the request for the broadcasting of the correction is directed against the text which was
broadcast on the basis of evident previous agreement of a person who placed the request,
d) he broadcast the correction on his own initiative under the conditions stipulated by this law
prior to his reception of request for the broadcasting of the correction,
e) he may prove the truth of the data for which correction has been required.
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(10) If a broadcaster does not broadcast the correction at all or if he does not keep to the
conditions under paragraphs 5 to 8, the court shall decide about duty to broadcast the proposal
of the person who asked for the correction.
(11) If the person who asked for the correction does not submit the request under paragraph 10
to 15 days within the lapse of time according to paragraph 7, his right to publish correction
expires.”

-------------------------------------------------------------

As seen above the Article 22 of the Directive, which has made an important distinction between
two types of programmes: “programmes, which might seriously impair the physical, mental or
moral
development of minors, in particular programmes that involve pornography or gratuitous
violence, should not be broadcast at all; on the other hand, programmes which are likely
to impair the physical, mental or moral development of minors may be broadcast where it
is ensured by selecting the time of the broadcast, or by any technical measure, that minors
in the area of transmission will not normally hear or see such broadcasts”,
was fully introduced in relevant Slovak rule7.

This legal framework of regulation has enabled CBR to establish the classification system and to
define the criteria employed in system, as well as to propose final outputs -  pictograms.
Symbols are based on simple comprehensive graphic look of green positive smiled face � and
negative frown look coloured in orange and amended with figure � 7,12,15 or red �.
Pictograms are present on the screen during programme.
The Uniform System of Labelling (hereafter “USL”) has been launched since September 2001
and the term uniform meant that all Slovak TV broadcasters have to employ identical
warning signals.
The Council has developed USL, broadcasters carry out classification, categorisation and
labelling of programmes.
USL is based on the French idea of “signalétique“ and its concept is " guardian concept". The
function of pictograms employed is to inform parents and those adults who take care on
children and minors that programme contain scenes or images, which are likely to harm
psychical, physical and moral development and emotional well being of children in different age
groups.
So far as the classification criterions are concerned they are identical with Dutch
classification system KIJKWIJZER although both classification systems were
developed independently in 2000. Presence of violence, scenes that are capable to evoke
fear and anxiety, portrayals and explicitness of sexual relations, nudity, dirty language,
drugs and alcohol abuses and anti-social behaviour of authorities/celebrities what can be
easy imitate as such, discrimination is considered in classification and setting appropriate
category.
Control monitoring of three Slovak TV broadcasters (charged with the duty to apply USL)
showed that they have broadcast in days monitored 3 % programmes which they classified as
unsuitable for minors under 18 (potentially endangering moral, psychical and physical
development of minors) and only in time after watershed. After watershed or in prime time were
broadcast majority of programmes that were classified as unsuitable for children under 15. It

                                          
7 Act on Broadcasting and Retransmission of 2000, Part V.
§ 20 – section 1, § 20- section 3
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must be noted again that the category � 15 is self-regulative initiative of broadcasters. Nearly
one third of programmes broadcast during the day were classified and labelled as not suitable
for children under 7,12,15 years, most of the programmes were not recommended for children
under 12. Programmes classified as such (due relevant  “quality” of criteria) are capable to harm
mostly emotional well being of small viewers and it’s up their parents to decide if child will
watch the programme alone or together with adult. The task of broadcaster is to provide the
information, what they do.

Table 1. Results of monitoring8

Broadcaster Amount of
programmes
/programme
items

Amount of
programmes
classified
and labelled
as not
suitable for
different
age
categories

� � 7 �12 � 15 �

Public service
Slovak television
Channel 1.

314 68 � 21% 49 28 26 12 2

Commercial TV 187 91�
48%

12 8 61 14 8

Commercial TV 187 72�
38%

7 6 50 8 8

Totally 678 231� 68 42 137 34 18

In % 100%     34% 10% 6% 20% 5% W
9

3%

Table 2: Similarity and differences of some classification systems used in Europe in 2002

Country/Date of
launching Slovakia (2001)

France
(1996, amendment

in 2002)
Hungary  (2002) Netherlands (2001)

SCOPE Television
programming

Television
programming

Television and
radio

programming

Audiovisual
production incl.

television
programming

The level of regulation Co-regulation Co-regulation Regulation Self-regulation of
audiovisual

                                          
8 Programming of each broadcaster has been monitored for 8 days
9 W = watershed at 10 p.m.
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industry**

Supervisory body
CBR – regulatory

body for
broadcasting

CSA – regulatory
body

ORTT – regulatory
body

NICAM and Dutch
regulatory CvDM for

TV broadcasting
Classification,
categorisation and
labelling is carried out by

Broadcasters Broadcasters Broadcasters
NICAM  &

broadcasters,
producers

The amount of classified
categories 4+110 5 5 3

1.category
Universal

programmes for all
– without labelling

Universal
programmes for all
– without labelling

Universal
programmes for

all – without
labelling

Universal
programmes for all

Labelled
ALL

2.category
Not recommended for
children under 12

Unsuitable /not
recommended for
children under 7

�7

Unsuitable//not
recommended for
children under 12

�12

Unsuitable/not
recommended for
children up to 10

Warning before
programme

Unsuitable//not
recommended for
children under 12

 
Unsuitable/not

recommended for
children up to 12

12 in yellow circle,
written and red
warning before

programme

Unsuitable/not
recommended for
children under 6,
PG recommended
MG 6 & symbols

before programme

Unsuitable /not
recommended for
children under 12

years (12 and
relevant symbols)
before programme

“Gentleman”
agreement on

watershed for this
category – 8.p.m.

3.category

Not recommended for
children under 16

This category is not
set in the Act on
Broadcasting and
Retransmission

*

� 15

Not recommended
for children under

16 years
Warning before

programme
Broadcast limited
for time 10.p.m.-

06.00 a.m.

Not recommended
for children under

16 years
(16 in yellow

circle), written an
red warning

before
programme

Broadcast limited
for time 09.00

p.m.-05.00 a.m.

Not suitable for
children under 16
(16 and relevant

symbols)
Watershed at
10.p.m. in TV
programming

4. Category
Restricted for minors
under 18

Not recommended
and restricted for
whole group of

Not recommended
for minors up to

Not recommended
for minors up to

18

CvDM is entitled to
decide on violation
in TV programming

                                          
10 Positive category programmes specially produced and aimed on children up to 12, programmes are
labelled with smiling face �
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minors (up to 18
years)

(§ 20 sect.3 of the
Act)

�

Broadcast
limited for time
after watershed

from 10.p.m. until
06.00.a.m.

18
warning before

programme
Pictograms on the

screen

Broadcast limited
for time after

watershed
from 11.p.m. until

06.00.a.m.

warning before
programme

Pictogram 18 in
red circle on the

screen

Broadcast limited
for time after

watershed from
10.p.m. until
05.00.a.m.

5.category
Restricted and/or
prohibited

De facto non-
classified contents
with pornography

and extreme
violence such
contents are

excluded from TV
programming (§
20 section 1 of the

Act)

Classified
5.category

programme can be
broadcast only on

channels with
conditional access

Restricted
distribution

Classified 5.
Category

programme
cannot be
broadcast

CvDM is entitled to
decide on violation
in TV programming

* Category "unsuitable for children under 15" (� 15) is self-regulatory initiative of broadcasters.
 ------------------
18) Council Recommendation of 24 September 1998 on the development of the competitiveness of the
European audiovisual and information services...achieving a comparable and effective level of minors and
human dignity protection
19) NICAM - Netherlands Institute for Classification of Audiovisual Media

Summary: The provision for protection of minors and public order in the Directive are sufficient
and their launching (in so called harmonisation process) into Slovak legal rule enables to
establish the Uniform System of Labelling. System was empowered by the CBR and its
application is supervised by CBR. Applying of the system since 2001 has led to the real change
of behaviour of broadcasters, mainly in the fictions. Broadcasting of pornography and extreme
violence is excluded in generally. Regarding the pornography, which is not defined in the Act on
Broadcasting, the concept set in Penal Code is taking into account. This concept makes clear
distinction between pornography which is illegal and its production and distribution is forbidden
(children pornography, all forms of pathological deviations in sexual relations  /zoophiles,
necrophilia… / as well as other forms of human dignity violation) and so called “simple” (soft)
pornography what is legal for adults but its distribution for minors is strongly prohibited
and violation of the rule is considered as the crime.

To extend the classification and labelling system on other audiovisual products it’s out of
competence of the CBR. Moreover the audiovisuals is controlled by other legal rule – Act on
Audiovisuals. This Act set two age limits for Slovak audiovisual products 15 and 18, no details on
classification are known.
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It is considered as useful if relevant national legislation (Act on Audiovisuals, Act on Electronic
Communications) will involve Recommendation ´s principles as such or Recommendations will
serve as the incentive of completely new legislation. Co-regulation perspective in this field is
possible, self-regulation is to be developed.

Table 3 – Preview of legal treatment and regulation in area of audiovisual content

SLOVAKIA

Cinema/Films, Video/DVD
Legislation • Act No. 1/1996 on Audiovisuals

• Act No. 445/1990 on conditions of sale and
distribution of press and other goods capable to endanger
morality

- also Penal Code (§ 205 - § 205d)
Mandatory classification Yes (for category 15 and 18)

Age categories
All For children

to 12 * 15 18 Pornographic films Prohibition

Censorship No
Cuts No

Enforcement Ministry for Culture (A posteriori control)
Fees -

Broadcasting (each type of programmes)
Legislation • Act No. 308/2000 on broadcasting and

retransmission
• « Signalétique » Guidelines – Council for

Broadcasting and Retransmission Guidelines on
Uniformed Labelling System (based on Act No.
308/2000)

Enforcement Council for Broadcasting and Retransmission (Rada pre
vysielanie a retransmisiu) – public independent regulatory
authority

Watershed 10 p.m. (6 a.m.)
Age categories with corresponding visual symbol and broadcasting time

All For children
(to 12) 7 12 15 ** 18

Pornography
and extreme

violence
No icon Green Orange Orange Orange Red -
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� �7 �12 �15 �

Anywhere
Daily schedule but not before or after
programmes for children (e.g.Sunday

morning)

10 p.m.
to 6 a.m.

Not for
broadcasting

Visual signal For most programmes (films, series, serials, documents and
programme trailers as well), excl. news programmes

Tonal signal Verbal warning announcement in news programme when
news is accompagnied by portrayal of crime or accidence

Self-regulation For category 15, co-regulation on the issue of other
categories (broadcaster is responsible for classification,
categorization, labelling and scheduling of each program)

Video Games
No specific legislation.

* This age category covers the duty that each film (video/DVD) made or devoted specifically for children up to 12
years must be equipped by the Slovak language dubbing.
** Broadcasters self-regulation - accepted principle is:  more than 12 and less than restricted for whole group of minors
18
Note:  Form and data structure of table preview is inspirited by identical format in latest Olsberg study

AD THEME 6: ACCESS TO SHORT EXTRACTS OF EVENTS
SUBJECT TO EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS

Do you think that there this a lack of consistency and that the absence of a
harmonised right to access newsworthy events restricts the free movement of
independent media and especially news agencies services since gaining access to an
event in one Member State does not necessarily mean that news coverage of that
event may be included in the service being sold4 in other Member States?
If such harmonised right should deemed to be necessary to which extend should it
be granted (ex. 90 seconds per event or day of competition) and for which kind of
use (ex in regularly scheduled general news bulletins or in regularly scheduled
sports news programmes of dedicated sports news channels) and under which
conditions (financial compensation)?
Do you think that to a right to short reports should be established by legislation or
by means of co- and/or self-regulation?
--------------------
The right to short report is introduced in Slovak Act on Broadcasting and Retransmission of 2000
as follows:

“ § 30
The right to short report

(1) The broadcaster of television programme service can for the purpose of news produce and
transmit deferred coverage on an event for which another broadcaster has exclusive
broadcasting rights.
(2) Deferred coverage under paragraph 1
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a) can be transmitted solely in a news,
b) broadcasting time may not overrun a time limit of three minutes,
c) must not be transmitted before the broadcaster with exclusive rights on event can broadcast
on this event,
d) must not be used repeatedly, except of cases where its content would directly relate to
another important event which is the subject of a newscast or sport broadcast.
(3) If the event consists of several independent parts, each part is considered to be an event for
the purpose of paragraph 1. If an event occurs on two and more days, from each of the days of
this event only one deferred coverage for the purpose of newscast can be produced.
(4) A broadcaster of a television programme service, who produces deferred coverage on an
event for the purpose of newscast, shall be obliged to cover appropriate costs that arose to the
organizer as a result of providing the equipment and services for this activity.
(5) If entry to the event is impossible for other broadcasters because of life threat, health and
property threat, public order threat, undisturbed course of an event or because of technical and
space reasons on the side of an event organizer, a broadcaster who in the Slovak Republic
executes his exclusive rights to the event shall be obliged to provide without delay other
broadcasters with deferred coverage on the event, only for compensation of effective costs
related to provided deferred coverage.
(6) A broadcaster of a television programme service with exclusive rights on event broadcasting
and organizer of this event must not demand from a broadcaster producing deferred coverage
on this event for the purpose of a newscast financial or other compensation; the provisions of
paragraphs 4 and 5 shall not be affected by this.”

________________________________________________________________
The lack of consistency in this matter is perceived or expected in near future and there should
be a unique legislation framework to facilitate broadcasters from different countries/regions  to
be orientated in the different countries what are their rights to news coverage.

Specific frame drawn/initiated in/by the Directive should serve to avoid different methods and
approaches to the event covered by an exclusive broadcaster.   Since in practice this provision is
used mostly in context of sport events where international business level is high, we consider
that unique legislation approach to news coverage of especially these events is highly
recommend.
The length (duration) from 30 to 90 seconds of audiovisual coverage is sufficient for short news.
Limitation should be for a competition in a context of one game. For example, in a world football
championship this right would cover each football match not championship as a whole. In the
meaning of program preferable situation will be when it is used only for news purposes. It will
make no difference whether it is used in general news program, regular sport news program or
special news programs (will make no difference).  We also recommend that this right respects
the rights of an exclusive broadcaster that means: it can’t be broadcast by other one before it
was done so by the exc. broadcaster, coverage could be used only once, it can’t be misused to
make sport magazine etc. Regarding the conditions we consider that financial compensation is
in question only in the meaning of compensating inevitable and usual expenses.
Other possibility is obligation of exclusive broadcaster to offer his coverage for news purposes of
others broadcasters. In the other case the broadcaster using the right would have to identify
who is the original exc. broadcaster of the event, e.g. by logo of exclusive broadcaster if the
coverage was taken from his TV broadcasting. Both of this possibilities are applicable in legal
formula either A or B.
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Considering competitive environment, to leave the exercise of right to short reports on self-
regulation could seriously endanger exercising of this right for minor players in media field.
While stronger and bigger broadcasters could apply this right among them - regarding that role
of excusive rights holders/ broadcaster of event could in future change among them, small
broadcasters would be left out. By establishing this right in legislation it would be fair enough
and it would guarantee the same extent of right to everyone, also with possibility to enforce this
right.  Co-regulation and self-regulation is also possible but in practice we have experience that
it is better to start with legal frame based on law or other mandatory statutes and in time eased
liberal down to the co-regulation, leaving only elementary frame on statutes. This is especially
this case where contradictory rights are introduced - in this case right of the exclusive
broadcaster and right of other subjects to short reports.
 
 


